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Disabled SJSU student shares his life
with Canine Companion Service dog

Baseball season on line
at series this weekend
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Spectators treated to ultimate belly flop Tragic accident
marks student’s
6-year odyssey
"

David Pipkins
Ryan Rasnick, a junior sociology major, makes a titanic belly flop into the pool in the Aquatic Center.
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
Spartan football team fullback Jim Francis
gracefully edged his 230-pound frame to the end
of the diving board, which strained earthward
like a dowsing rod over Lake Superior.
A hush fell over the expectant crowd.
Grandstanding. Francis extended his belly to
its full spectacular proportions and launched
himself into the air with the same force and
power he uses to grind linebackers into the dirt.
His entry was a titanic wave, a thunderous
clap, an explosive collision of flesh with water
that made the squeamish cringe.
The judges gave him a perfect 50. It was the
ultimate belly flop.
Francis shared the first place award in the
second annual Student Union Aquatics Center

Belly Flop Contest with Tyler Millard. a freshman majoring in physics. As trophies. Francis
and Millard each chose plastic Budweiser light up signs.
The contest is the brainchild of senior Dan
Tattersfield. \rho works as a public relations assistant for the Student Union. Tattersfield created the event last year to help kick off the opening of the new Aquatics Center.
"I think this campus needs to have more
fun." Tattersfield said.
Clearly, his idea of fun involves watching
people throw their bodies from extreme heights
and plummet belly -first into the unforgiving waters below.
’ I’m basically demented... Tattersfield said.
Since he is graduating On, sear. Tatterstreld
is uncertain whether there wrIl he a third ,inirtial

Daily staff photographer

contest.
The competition was indeed by a panel of
students w ho act e ciierced into the Joh hy
ganuat it in wt. not a priorits for
Tatterslield
Cell:1111 alines
the panel. but 010 did
they were lookup; f, ti iii ore &wt.,
It’s basicalli, w hat , tut ow it ideals ale." said
Imologs major Michael
junior Milos!’ lid
.01 in tun,
.00...me
k
Stewart. "I
"I’m lortkine 101 spldsll... ,11d Susie White.
a senior in industrial technologs
Other judges nientioned such ci ire iii is Technique (or lack the’ cot). Horiiontalness. Sound
of Skin Hitting Watei , Redness in Chest After
Entry. Os er:111 ppearance. and Personal Hx
giene.
The prires. which were au anted to the hest
Si , IF OP.

Campus views vary on Panama tensions
By Elena M. Dunivan
Daily ate writer
President Bush’s announcement
Thursday that he will send a brigade
of 2,000 U.S. troops to Panama to
"protect the lives of American citizens" met with mixed views from
SJSU students.

e only heard scattered reHoweser,
engineering
111;1.1111
ports, hut I don’t want to see another Alton Wong, a Senior. supports the
covert action on the part of the U.S. President’s decision.
in comparison to Nicaragua." said
Carrie Harding. a Senior majoring in
"While I don’t support the U.S.
Psychology. ’’It might escalate ten- interfering in the Panamanian Govsion in Panama with the sending of ernment. I do support the decision to
more troops.’’
send troops down to safeguard the

Membership drive

Lower rates offered to non-students
change depending on the number of
By Rob I.yon
people using the facility.
Daily staff writer
"At the present time we don’t
As the final days of the semester
crawl to a close. the Rec Center is have any idea what thc use will he."
Wiley said. "But we don’t want to
offering a membership drive.
Special rates for staff, faculty and reduce hours too much if faculty,
alumni will be offered from now staff, and alumni are paying to use
until the end of May for summer use the facility."
Former students who attended
of the Rec Center. according to Patrick Wiley. associate executive di- SJSU since 1982 will also have access to the Rec Center. Wiley said.
rector of the Student Union.
Prices will be reduced from $50
This was one of the first policy defor four months’ use to $35, and the cisions passed by the Student Union
annual membership fee will be re- Board of Directors during the course
of the building’s construction, said
duced from $150 to $ 1(X).
"This is just a one-time thing to Ron Barrett, director of the Student
get the ball rolling." Wiley said. Union.
Alumni are instructed to go to the
"This will he the best price they’re
going to get. In the fall, we’ll go Rec Center entrance and inform the
front -desk employee that they are
back to our regular prices."
The membership fee includes the former students. They will he difarecreation
rected to the cashier’s window,
Center’s
Rec
use of the
where they will be asked to fill out a
cilities and the Aquatic Center.
Ouring the summer, the Rec Cen- form.
They will be furnished with a pass
ter will maintain its current operating
hours from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.. Wiley for that day. and their form will then
said. but the hours are subject to he transferred to the Admissions and

Records office for verification. They
will later recieve a photo identification card, which indicates the Mee
live dates available for that person
’If they were here three or four
semesters. then they will get to use
the center for that amount of time,’
Wiley said.
A major complaint expressed during the Rec Center’s ripening day
Monday will be one of the important
issues decided this fall. Wiley said.
Several students told the Spartan
Daily that they were disappointed
because there was only one basketball court in the mini -gymnasium.
There are four other courts available on the arena floor. But according to Wiley. it has not been decided
if the courts will be available for recreational use.
Wiley said it would be expensive
to allow for recreational use of the
courts because management would
have to assign staff members to
See RATES, back page

Panama ,..trial.

he said

There ale currentlx 21.300 American civ i urns lis lire in Panama, many
of whom ate tented .1mericans in
Panama w ill he asked lo lease the
countly ill to loose within the l ’s
, /’ INAMA, lull k ow’

By Kelly NI. Gregg
Special to the Daily.
Nancy Stone had just returned
from a date with Gary Voss and went
to her coffee table to snort what she
assumed was cocaine. It turned out
to he methadone
a potentially
more damaging drug - and Stone
frantically called her friend.
’Call me hack in an hour to make
sure I’m not dead.’’ she said.
Twenty-four hours later. Stone’s
body was discovered in the bathroom by hel liiiimmate. Four hours
after that. Gal> Voss was answering
a lot of questions Rom the five San
Jose polleeillen a ho came to his
dooi at 4-30 a.m.
Si’. sears later, Gars Voss is a different mate.
tter serving four years in state
prison tor voluntary manslaughter.
Voss is back at SJSU. completing
the degree he left unfinished 17
sears ago to pursue his acting career.
"I’m less cavalier about life
now
he said. "I had a looseness in
my lifestyle before
I was enjoying life without taking responsibility
of it. I’m a more !nature person
now.
Voss is an attractive. 39-year-old
actor with salt -and -pepper hair and
twinkling haiel eyes. His face is
trimmed with a dark beard and mus
tache, an addition he acquired while
in prison.
Before he went to prison. Voss
had been proninient in local theater
productions and %,% as starting to gam
national exposure.
He had taught Sunday school at a
Baptist church and was employed as
.ictin in many corporate training
films He had attended SJSU be PA cell 1%7 and 1972, leav rung to join
a children’s touring company
Richard Parks. an SJSU professor
who was Voss’s ads user both then
and now. remembers the younger
Voss fondly.
highly
"He was a fine actor
energetic. young, extremely reliable." Parks said. "He could show his
naivete well rut stage."
The night of May I. 1983, however. changed Voss’ life forever.
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law
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shared drugs betore. and on this evening Stone offered Voss a marijuana
cigerette. which they smoked.
They went to see a play at San
Jose Cox College and afterwards
stopped hs Voss’ home for a bite to
eat.
Stone didn’t eat much, and while
Voss washed the dishes in the
kitchen. Stone played with his cat.
When he came hack into the
room. Stone said she wanted to go
home. so Voss dros e her hack.
They chatted for about 15 minutes, then hugged each other. Voss
left and went back to San Jose City
College to visit some friends and

’I was enjoying life
without taking
responsibility of it.
I’m a more mature
person now.’
Gary Voss

help close the sliria .
When he returned home he noticed that a s Nil containing methadone, which had been under his coffee table. was missing.
Methadone is a controlled synthetic opiate normally used to help heroin addicts kick their habits. He had
acquired the drug Rom a chemist
friend who showed him how to use it
for some neck and hack pain.
Suspecting Stone might have
taken the vial and mistaken it for cocaine, he called her apartment
Unhappy reunion
There %sits MI jils %%et.
Voss had a date w ith Nam. x
The nest mottling he again tried
Stone. a 20-year-old actress whoM calling Stone. When no one anhe knew from a play they had been swered, he assumed she had gone
in together several months before. out, and he %%.is somov hat relies ed
They
had
had
an
He didn’t hear about the sial or
intimate
relationship earliet . hut it had since Stone again until the polke arnved
endetl, and this evening they saw at his door the tie St morning
each othei on friendly terms.
When Voss reali/ed the officers’
V,,ss and Stone had occasionalls
Sr( .S 11 ’DENT, page 8

Brooks selected advertising manager
Hannah Brooks. .’ I ear -old in
nior majoring in ads eutisintg. als ap
pointed fall ads eitising director
the Spartan 1),til
Brook.. at
.eied as an ad
sale spei son th is .eiliester will he re
sponsitsle lin all aspes is of the :nivel
Using that appears in the nes% spapei
as Well aS lin 111111:1ging the ad staff
She %sits one of two candidates fill
the ioh arid an’. chosen after 1111C1
view’s a it Ii ads iser Jack Quinton and
current Ad’. moon)! Manager Anne
Kloster The selection was made hi,
to continue smoothing out
the process,- firooks said. "Anne
has done an excellent job. I will try.
as simple as posto make the pp
sible . . . Itir everyone "
Quinton said it was Brooks’ sales
abilities and "people skills" that
pushed her over the hop.
"She handles herself quite well
Quinton said
Kiosk! agreed
"Hannah was in top salesperson,
and I think she’ll do a good iob,"
she sand
Before becoming an advertising
student. Brooks worked as in man -

’I want to continue
smoothing out the
process. I will try to
make the process
as simple as
possible.’

QIIiI’fltNI:1111

Hannah Brooks,
Fall Advertising Manager
ager Inmu a clothing manufacturer in
Laguna Beach.
She said her job in the fashion industry sparked her interest in advertising.
Both the editorial and advertising
offices of the Spartan Daily are
scheduled to move to the Walquist
Library in August so that Dwight
Bente! Hall can he renovated

Recruitment of people to till the
other positions on the advertising
staff is currently being coordinated
hy Brooks and Quinton
"Editorial and advertising have a
very close relationship and it’s very
important that we work well together," said Shelby Grad, the incoming editor in chief of the Spartan
Daily. "I’m looking forward."
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Minor phenomena I’ve seen this
semester....
After running a game of hoops in the
new Rec Center, I checked out the very
busy fitness room equipped with blaring
rap music.
"Irene, Marco, your lifecycles are
ready," says the room monitor/maitre’d.
It’s a good thing they didn’t want a window seat.

Editorial
Women deserve Rec, too
The debate over the use of the Rec
Center by SJSU athletic teams is a multisided, complex issue that, in its most basic
form, pits students against students.
On one side are students on the women’s
basketball and volleyball teams who want
to use the arena for home games and
practices. On the other side is the general
student body, particularly the Associated
Students, who want open recreational use
of the entire facility as often as possible.
And while there are valid points on both
sides of the argument, one issue stands
clear: denying women sports equal time in
the Rec Center’s arena is an unfair and
unjustifiable policy.
Those who support increased arena time
for women’s sports are correct when they
say that it is inexcusable to give male
sport’s almost exclusive rights to the arena
and thatthe teams recruiting and financial
worth would be greatly increased.
There are two primary objections to
allowing more sports in the arena. The
first is that the more teams playing in the
arena, the longer it will be tied up. And
sincethe building was built by student
funds, students should be able to use it.
The other is that instead of allotting time
for non -revenue producing sporting events
concerts should be held instead.
In reality, neither side is being
completely rational. For women’s sports to
demand equal time in the arena based
solely on equal time for sexes is foolish.
Fiscal realities dictate that women’s sports
do not have the fan appeal that men’s
sports do, and would not make as much
money as concerts would.
But how much use can the general
student body have in an arena with only
two courts and 4,000 seats surrounding it?
True, intra-murals of some sort could be
scheduled but there are other campus
facilities that those events can be played
in. The main arena should be given to
SJSU athletics, men and women, during
the day to practice, and during the night
for games.
The problem is that women’s sports may
not even get a fair shot at improving their
programs if they are denied access to the
arena. But if they are never allowed to
perform in the arena and possibly increase
interest, then they are being treated very
unfairly and discriminatory.
The best, and only solution is a partial
compromise. Keep the arena floor off
limits to general student use. This would
enable all athletic teams to use it for
practices during the day and games during
the night. But, games that are not expected
to produce enough revenue in the building
should not be held if there is a possibility
that a concert can be scheduled instead.
This would enable women sport’s to use
the arena as often as men’s sports but still
provide the A.S. Program Board to
schedule concerts.
We can only hope that whatever
decision SUBOD makes is one based on
genuine concern for student wants and
needs rather than pure finances. Students
have already built the Rec Center,
hopefully, we’ll all get a chance at using it.

It seemed to me that more SJSU students participated in Strawberry Month at
the Student Union cafeteria than in any
A.S. elections. Those double -dipped fellas beat any semi -non-traditional minority
affairs director.
Humongous trucks imported dirt into
Spartan Stadium last weekend when the
dirt patch on Seventh and San Carlos can
accommodate any Monster Truck.
People steal tampon dispensers on this
campus.
Students hang long, seaweed-looking
ropes from the Business Tower and call
them art.

DI5112ICT OP CCX-LINA(31A

Letters to the Editor
Review the truth
Editor,
Thank you for acknowledging
that there may be some competition
out there. However, there are one or
two points absent from the article
(the Daily published concerning the
Spartan Review) which I would like
to bring to the attention of your
readers.
For instance, The Spartan
Review may have been founded and
funded by people of the conservative leaning, but our publication is
by no means a mouthpiece of the
Right. In fact, several active members of the staff, including writers,
layout designers, and at least one
editor, are firmly entrenched in the
liberal point of view. What results
from this union of the Right and
Left is a mix of ideas and ideologief
which makes TSR a true free forum
of speech at SJSU.
In addition, the Institute for
Educational Affairs does not dictate
our content. They are a network that
supports independent publications
by providing nation v..ide advertising, advice, and some funding.
True, they like conservativeness anti
Rightism, but we here at the Review
tend to go in our own diractivii.
Finally, our magaz.i.-.e .prates
under only one simplc ideal:
Freedom As our slogan, Freedom
First!, suggests, support free speech
and the free exchange of ideas.
Our contributors are mainly nonjournalism majors, and thercfore are
blocked from the major SJSU information net, that being the Daly. As
our masthead states, we do not dis
criminate on the basis of sex, race,
creed, or political party. In short,
any student or alumni can mite for
or work with the Revicw anti dot
have to be a journalism major to do
it. We exist to provide non-journalism majors an outlet for their ideas,
Left, Right, Upside-down, or
Center.
I would likc !o thank the Daily
and Ms. Carla Martin for enlightening me with some very intriguing
insights and new knowledge.
Because, until last week, I never
knew that the truth was liberal. Or
Conservative.
Eugene J. Vicknair
Freshman
Electrical Engineering
Staff member Spartan Review

seen during the Vietnam War
wouldn’t have been possible in
Hitler’s Germany.
While you’re correct in stating
the German Army was an aggressor
army in the beginning of the war.
Trost, you make it sound as if the
Germans had no right fighting for
their country and its leaders. While
Hitler’s goal had been to conquer
the world, after mid-I943, his
forces were on the defensive on
almost every front. With the forces
of three nations attacking them
night and day, what was wrong with
trying to defeat these enemies?
The SS "Action Groups" were
designed to to enforce German rule
in occupied towns by rounding up
Jews and political opponents. Yes,
these groups did murder large
groups of people, but I wasn’t referring to them in my original letter.
Perhaps I should have been more
specific: I was referring to those SS
soldiers who were in the frontlincs.
Those in the camps and the Action
Groups can be forgiven for what
they did, but they were in the
minority compared to the SS troops
doing the fighting.
While the the German people
could be held accountable for electing the Nazis to power, you must
realize the historical scenario present kin Germany at the time. The
Germans had just lost World War I,
been stripped of almost all military
forces, and their future was being
decided by neighboring nations.
Since Germany was used to being a
powerful nation, this didn’t sit well
with many Germans. Thus, when
Hitler and the Nazis promised to
make Germany great again, the
majority of the people followed and
supported them.
The Nazis sparked a tremendous
sense of nationalism in the German
people and made them feel superior
once again. While this doesn’t

1110

The Spartan Doily
would like to hear from
you. Letters should bear
writers name,
major,phone number ond
class level.
Letters may be edited for
length

PROP.
103

Students who helped pay for the Rec
Center may not be able to use it because
they happen to be on athletic teams.
People actually study in the Pub.
Students line up for those "Club Packs"

in hopes a getting a free lunch, when in
reality you receive grandpa’s best cologne

and merchandise that wipes unnameble
bodily areas.

That Zac in the Box is done. No more
obnoxious photo on page 2 to awaken you
from the Friday slumber. To my adoring
fans of which I count on one hand, I love
you, the check’s in the mail....you get the
idea.

Zac Shess is the Layout Editor
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Missed the point
Editor,
This letter is in response to the
letters of Theodore M. Smith and
Clay Trost in Wednesday’s issue. I
feel you are wrong in saying the
German people could have stopped
the war once it had already started.
While protests in the United States
did have an influence on what happened in Vietnam, I sincerely doubt
they would have worked in Hitler’s
Germany.
Not all those interned in the concentration camps were Jews. Many
were people who opposed Hitler
and the Nazis. Opposition to the
Nazis wasn’t permitted and often
ended in a quick death for those
who opposed Hitler. Therefore, I
would say protests such as those

exonerate the German people for
electing the Nazis, it does make it
easier to understand how the Nazis
became so popular.
I’m not condoning the actions of
the Nazis or those SS men who
murdered innocent people, but those
c Germans who fought for their
country shouldn’t be criticized for
what they did.
Trost, I’m not making excuses
for the inexcusable but merely trying to help clear up a mistaken
belief many people have.
Marc L. Tavasci
Junior
Political Science

Two police officers are killed a few
blocks from campus and people are concerned that the incident could hurt athlete
recruiting.
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Journalism chairman steps down

11;1’
Shelley Scott Daily staff photographer
Dennis Brown glancing over a paper.

By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
After 18 years in office, Dennis
Brown, the chairman of the SJSU
journalism and mass communications department recently announced
his resignation in a letter to the dean
of applied arts and sciences.
Brown, who has served in his position longer than any other department chair on campus. will step
down at the end of tall semester
1989.
"There comes a time when you
feel you’ve given it your best shot
and it’s time to move on." Brown
said. "The complexities of this job
have increased dramatically, and
rather than continue to try to grapple
with it I’ve decided to move on to
something else."
Brown, 56, would like to continue
teaching at SJSU following his resignation.
The department faculty met Tuesday to nominate a successor and
chose Ken Blase, who currently
serves as associate dean of applied
arts and sciences. Blase’s nomination still has to he approved by
dean of applied arts and sciences

LA teachers strike
averted at last minute

Rose 1 seng and SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.
Blase has been here since 1974
and was fonnerly the coordinator of
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Teach
the university’s radio and television
program. If his nomination is ap- ers predicted they would bring the
nation’s
dissell(
second-largest
proved. Blase said his biggest challenge will be to fill his predecessor’s trict to a "screeching halt next
week, but last-minute negotiations to
shoes.
"The growth of this department avert a strike continued.
"The education process will come
both in quality and style under Dr.
Brown has been phenomenal." to a screeching halt conic Monday."
Don Schrack, a spokesman tor
Blase said.
United Teachers -Los huge les. said
Brown came to SJSU in 1968 with Wednesday’ night after (ilium leaders
a doctorate in journalism from the unanimously- approved a mown to
University of Missouri. where he move up a strike date by two s
Also Wednesday. disti 1.1 and
also served as associate director of
the office of public relations. He has union officials met intormaliu, lii
done public information work at the hopes of reaching a last- minute cliii
University of Iowa. and he was a re- tract settlement, hut ne the! -title
would say if there was
porter for the lks Moines Register.
Wednesday’s union s cite. hy the
He left the field of journalism for
academia because he enjoyed teach- 4(8)-member UTLA House of Reping and thought he would be good at resentatives approved the CT! A
it. He said he has always been at- board’s earlier request to mow the
tracted to the intellectual and cultural strike date up to Monday .
As the vote was being taken,
stimulation of major universities.
"I enjoy journalism. too," Brown union members were busy preparing
said. "Putting it together with teach 50.0(X) picket signs, along is ith
pamphlets and other matei
ing seemed to make a lot of sense."
which were to get their first tete in
picketing
behuie
informational
classes today and Friday. Schrack
said.
neighboring
Meanwhile,
in
orange County. about MO percent of
die
Anaheim
Union
High
School
Europe. Shevardnadie said, addDistrict’s teachers staged a one -day
ing that Gorbachev had, tuns ever.
yvalkout Wednesdas II’, ii a salars
made unspecified offers to discuss
dispute.
conventional force reductions at
Picketing teachers ell:hanged
talks in Vienna.
threats with substitutes arid youths
On a more upbeat note. Baker
tossed bags of ice at some pickets
said the two superpouers would
during the sometimes -raucous proresume talks next month on longte,-1 that involved more than 600 tearange nuclear weapons and a nus
clear test ban. He announced that
negotiations on
longer -range,
strategic nuclear weapons, recessed last year, would resume
between June 12 and 19,

it t 10,11 estimated that nearly halt
cut the distil, Cs 71,000 students were
absent.
"I’d much thither he with the kids,
but sometimes you has e to stand
up.’ said ioath teacher Glenn ’lay or
at a rally where instructors carried
signs saying "Step on Me, I’ll Walk
on You. ’
At Cy press High School, picketing teachers threw coffee at a car
driven by a substitute teacher that
chlilie within inches of the picket
line
As the pickets shouted obscenities. the substitute. Frnest Fenton.
replied. "1 is anted to scare you. ’
Anaheim teachers, YY (irking without hi Li hit
since last August,
a ,area
ra,e
seeking a
i it -hs lug
shale oil the diti
budget surplus.
’the dish ict ha, offered a share of the
surplus. hut no ziise
Iii 1 cus \ tn2eles. Schrack predicted
at least ."0,0041 ot the district’s 3’.
000 teachers %souk] strike Mond.,
unless agreement on a new conti
is leached before then.
It would he the first walkout in the
s-94,000 -student district, the nation’s
won’t’ hugest behind Ness York
’s. since a 73 -day strike in 1970.
reds of dispute in the lengthy
1:11111 fact
talks include Nill(11-1el, the
elimination 01 unpaid non teaching
11111
’4101
its
overseeing playgiu wilds. and hi program to share
clecision-making with admin-

Baker nixes Soviet nuclear missiles proposal
MOSCOW (AP) Secretary
of State James A. Baker Ill today
rejected Soviet President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev’s proposal to negotiate and unilaterally reduce short-range nuclear missiles in
Europe.
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
A. Shevardnadze said the U.S. rejection "seriously concerns us."
Baker rebuffed Gorbachev’s
offer in an unexpectedly long. 31/2 hour Kremlin meeting the secretary later described as a "rather
extensive and
in-depth discussion." He told reporters and he
and the Soviets had "agreed that
we would continue to disagree
agreeably on this...
The secretary said the United
States would not negotiate cutbacks in NATO’s Lance missiles
because Washington believes the
weapons have served as an effective deterrent to the Soviet bloc.

Shevardnadze, meeting separately with reporters, said Gorbachev, in a "crucially important
conversation, had made "a most
important proposal ... concerning
reductions in Soviet tactical nuclear weapons in Europe and a
comprehensive resolution of this
question.
In iejecting the offer, Shevardnathe said the Bush administration had taken a "very negative
position and added. "This seriously concerns us.’’
"The proposals made by Comrade Gorbachev contain some unilateral measures covering the reduction of tactical nuclear arsenals
in Europe, he said.
The official news agency Tass
said Shevardnadze had complained that the missiles could be
used to deliver a first strike and
that modernizing the NATO
stocks
which the United States

13-year-old steals $25,000
The
FRESNO, Calif. (AP)
temptation of knowing where her
grandparents kept $25010 hidden in
their home was too much for a 13 year-old Fresno girl.
Anxious to become popular. she
gave the cash to other junior high
school students over a period of two
weeks, police said.
Her grandfather, who owns a
small business in Fresno. kept the inherited cash in two metal boxes in
the family garage. The grandmother
told police she showed the girl where
the money was kept in case something happened to the grandparents.
The girl, whose name was not revealed because of her age, distributed the cash to Tenaya Middle
School students in amounts as small
as $10 and as large as several thou-

sand dollars to one friend, Policeman T.J. O’Neil said. She
bought $500 bicycles for two students.
Word spread through the school.
and Principal Jeanette Phillips heard
about it on Monday. Ms. Phillips
told police, and they questioned the
generous girl.
She explained that she "distributed the money freely ... with the intention of making new friends at
school." O’Neil said Wednesday.
Detective Larry Bertao said officers have recovered more than half
the cash from information given by
the girl and others. Police hope to recover at least $4.000 more.
The girl has been cited to appear
in Juvenile Court.

WEDNESDAY

C 0

Asian American Spring Festival: Speaker David Wong. 12:30
p.m., Engineering Building Room
189. For inure information call 9245750.

Baker met with reporters before
flying to Brussels. Belgium, to
tell the North Atlantic Treaty Organization about his tc,0 days of
talks. his first visit to the Soviet
’inon.
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Community means commitment to providingliersonal, qualits
health care. At Community Hospital of Los Gatos -Saratoga, we believe
quality patient care is best prosalH1 kr health team members working
together, kmated in the beautiful Santa Clara ValkA, minutes from the
beach and a short drive to San Fran(
we’se built a reputation as a
highly respet ted, full W(
ai 1.11V i are hospital. It you share our
commitment to excellent e and %souk] like to join a closely knit group
of professittnals, we currently have ortiaxtunities available tor NM
((kX1UateS.

As a graduate nurse, we after tuition reinthursement. continuing
education, and the opportunity to train III (1)(’( 1,11 &Pa, lit interest
Critk al Care, fY1ed,Surg with Teleinetis and Rehabilitation noising
VVe also offer free, full service, nighttime ( hild Care as part id our
family (C111Cfed care.
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He also said talks with the Soviets on a nuclear test ban would
start June 26.

In return tor your talent and deity At m, sot otter an um diem salary
awl benefits 451( kage as %sell as i ignruitinvol to sour professional
Sts (P, and gross th. For cimwderatu mt
please I (Huta I. Nurse
14(481 libEt-4066.
Rex ruder, 81i Pollard Road. los (tat,. I
We are arl equal opportunity empli A

SpartaGuide
TODAY
SJSU Folk Dancers: International Folk Dance Class, K
Spartan Complex Room 89. For
inure information call 793-13(12 or
287-6369.
Financial Management Association: Spring banquet, 7 p.m., Pedro’s Santa Clara. For lllll re information call 270-1967.

has proposed
would destabilize
Europe.
Gorbachev’s offer of reductions
appeared aimed at pressuring
NATO into dropping plans to
modernize its 88 Lance missiles,
most of which are based in West
Germany.
The Bush administration says
the Soviet Union and its Warsaw
Pact allies must unilaterally reduce what it says is an advantage
of 12- I in tactical missiles before
NATO can consider beginning negotiations.
Shevardnadre said both sides
had agreed not to discuss the contents of Gorbachevs proposal, hut
it vtould be published in the Soviet
press Friday.
The Soviet Union did not propose discussions on short-range
missiles, which have a range up to
3(8) miles. as part of negotiations
on reducing conventional arms in
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Shaving causes strife at SJSU

Pledge dancing
.

Campus students complain; barber’s losing old customers
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In sy iichrimited form. seteral members of the
Alpha kappa Alpha sorority. dance in the Art
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Shelley Scott Daily staff photographer
Quad. ’Hie performance was done as part of an
initial
pledge earlier this week.
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onct, menthe’s geneialls are prohib\I
il l4i,ir_ihiir S repoit. ieleaseLl ited from contacting Ridges 1,11 a
..ilnesday . stated that Woe, ii
c1I’e "111,"il
...tiled Municipal Judge Herbert Cur- attorney present According to the
ti, ii ’iii 15 minutes betore the Ridge uepiitt lhoLL it ii as hound h) the
,1’, to heal the misdemeanor Lase Rile. although he si as not represent SI, wrighc.., ,huighto rhe mg V IL tin 1.1 WI ’gin
said judges in
lir Silt de, lined hi comment im
tl
cie foo totyli on the iellort because he has not seen it.
illtIll.1
his press secietary . Susan Jetfoil
tendei, anti he didn’t he(Lit t
t
Victot ".\ tirtiti deserLed to go said
\Viight called the teport
Ihe repto said
LLotding to the Bat \ssocia- "shit:in:1M- and said it %Las politition’s Rules of Professional ConL tittit ii twit
litlii

iito11.1

By Douglas C. Alger
Special to the Daily
For some people, the ordeal happens every morning. For others, it
can be put off for days. Ines itabb
though. it’s a task that must be done.
Once considered an informal rite
of passage, the act of shutt ing itua
hat e been downgraded to the status
of a mere hassle. And tor the item
hers of SJSIns male population who
managed to at old the blade through
out high school, college is V. Ilt!te
they first face N hat, for loom, will be
a lifelong chore.
"Shutt itug takes more time than
it’s worth.- said San Jose barbel
Ken Pal ker, etplaining is ir% ire
stopped gis nig skit es about 15 t ears
ago.
With his shop located across the
street front S.ISIns residence halls.
and known by many students as the
’rock ’n’ roll barber:. Parket said
he was 1.111SUFC if current trends
among students included ’mire or
less shat ing.
don’t even 1anni, if they require
it’s
it anymore Ito he a barber)
been so long since I’ve been to a barber’s college.’’ said Parker.
The idea of dragging a sharp object across one’s face. of leg’. Often
after just recently’ rolling out of bed.
can be understandably’ tamers ing
Combine this with the tact that cuts
trom shuts ing tend to bleed protusett . not to mention sting. and the
prospect of inns mg a beard be
rather appealing
’Shaving takes too long. and half

SANTA R0sA. c.,10 I \ P,
Iury ruleLl Weshiesifas that :I ,IittttI
COLIIISellIft
is runt

is as not duts -bound io

the parents of a student is ho

threatenecl to slum it his faille].
Erik %Nandi’. then 14, killed his

,is
lathe,. Albert. u Jun,. 29.
LLeeks idle! ’elating the ducat to
Charles Mott a Loiniseliti at ’Nil’
Hills St.;111101
Ill.\
I heel
"1’111 so :111121"
like I could pick up a gun ;Ind shoot

hint’. he had told Mott
The youth’s mother. Brigitte Miranda. :mil his sister. l)enise Miranda. sued Mott and the Tv, in Hills
School lbstrio. ak:Cwolig them ot
negligence

I he lilt
mottle’ in is near teats
after the nits announces] its verdict
in SlITCF11,1 (’Jiiirt Judge Vt’illiam
lietfinelli’s courtiooni.
’Tin shocked." litigate Miranda
said.
The ’mire said the case is the I list
in California in is Inch a school court
selin sinus Ntled lor breach rut lints to
inform parents nit
threat. although
there hose been cases ins il tug
school pss chi itherapists.
(’little’. Kula/. the !Sliranklas’
lass s Cr. did not ask the not tor a
ic amount 111114111.4:Cs 1,1 tile
N111:11111:1,.. 1/11111,1t1 the nut ilic lam
ily had sutteied an economic loss Jo
about $4404 low

Courses include:
History
Math
Philosoph
Psychology
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Immediate opportunity for P/T package handlers in Milpitas.
RPS is a national small package company in the San Jose area.
Ideal hours for students: 4:30am-9:30am, pays $6.50 per hour
plus $1.00 per hour educational assistance after 30 days.
Applicants must be able to load up to 60 lb. boxes. For more
information, please contact:

Roadway Package Systems
(408) 263-2074
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Check out
our wide selection
of top name brand
SUNGLASSES & ACCESSORIES

15% OFF ANY PURCHASE
WITH THIS AD
--ONE PER CUSTOMER--

’Additional information available at career planning and placement.’

I PS

- v()ADWAY PACKM4 SYSTEM ---- -

Don Johnson and other televisiu,
stars may hate helped establish .1
1101 rtiT111:11t image En men that doe,
not include shat itug, hut young col
lege age men are not the only ones
as riding their raiors.
.When I
low State
beard to get
is nut
didn’ta
e rd

came to teach at San
in 1965, I shaved my
a job." Brooks said. "I
the m to think I was

He hasn’t skit ed his heard since.

.\ f ter Ile killed his father tt ith
25 -caliber automatic pistol, Erik
fled and hid in the countryside for
iv. ii &it s hem ire surrendering to
shei ill ’s deputies,
COM icted of voluntary
manslaughter in August 198-1 in a
trial betore Bettinelli, who placed
111111iii Napa State Hospital. He has
since been released and is living v. Iii
his mottle] and sister.

The Post Office Alternative
’UPS/Ditl_ Delivery
’First Class
’Gift Wrapping
’Ship anywhere
in the U.S.
’Mailbox rentals

5 Town & Country Village
296-3303
San Jose

IiiKu"7"7"."Mr7M
MAIL BOXES ETC. USA

ECE

Part Time Summer/Year Round Positions
P

Jilt] he considered black,
I
"treei :old inure playful- in regad.!
to Ilan stt k’s than whites, citiny
dreadlocks and flattops as two et
amities.

1.Frito-Lay,Inc.

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

-;ty

around," said student Michael Cal
penter. "It means she’ll get closer...
"We probably carry about three
different brands of disposable ra
/ors." said Beverly Craig. a butei
tor the Spartan Bookstore.
Although BO exact figures were
at adable. Craig estimated that the
bookstore sells about 12 packs A
week of the three brands.
-According to Brooks. shavine
i
t n aa
also has been i,itlit(i)ph(rtuganh
in
sg
pl ianh
blaek culture,
ditterent tt ay.
"In black culture. a mustache wd.
a sign of being a man.- said Brooks
"It is a’. also a way of differing from

650 N. King Road
San Jose, CA. 95133

Register today
Call 270-6441 or visit Admissions Office
,ShoLL SJSI ID tor express registration.)

r-]

lulitpleoasriT.t.ehasityelveesr.
everyone has
,itLit
sf tileingisehnetnirenliyy.

a

Interested in earning money over the summer?
Frito-Lay is in need of Part Time and Temporary
help in its San Jose Manufacturing Plant. Job
openings include Packers, Material Handlers,
Maintenance, and Sanitation. You must be
willing to work days, swing or graveyard shift.
No experience necessary. Come in and apply
at:

3 -week session June 7-27
5 -week session June 28 -Aug 3

3095 Yerha Buena Road
San Jose, CA 95135

stoT.rL
ill

SUMMER JOBS
$7.64 to 8.40 an Hour

Summer Session

Evergreen Valley College

Ile attributes this eultui al contusion to the change in image ot the
American public. thanks to the counler-cUltUre titer 111C Tils1 ?I/ sears
’Fhe image of the clean shat en male
is as challenged bt the long hum dial
bearded faces of the I alit Is.
"We hasen’t really emerged hom
that contusion from the 60....
Bnioks said. "When I slatted teach
Mg here tin 19651 men wnire ties,
girls %WEL’ ’.1, iris SIIICC then there
has been an intentional blurring oil

d

Counselor not held liable for slaying

COLLEGE

Charlia %% Aker. second -year business administration major and AS administrative assistant, will
continue her studies at San Jose State in finance or
international business

The idea of
dragging a sharp
object across one’s
face, or legs, often
after just recently
rolling out of bed,
can be
understandably
unnerving.

’’I

EVERGREEN VALLEY

Biology
Business
Computer Info Systems
English

the time situ end up taking halt tour
face oft,- said SJSC student Cieott
Keller
According to SP.& hum:unties
Professio Albert Brooks, slut mg
has long been a mark ot adulthood in
A mei iCan kilturc

Summer time
is the time to
temp.
Why 11(il earl I sonic; extra
cash over the summer? As
an Ado temp. you can do lust
that by working when and
how often you please And
you’ll be eligible to earn the
same kind of pay and benefits as a full-time employee
including health and life
insurance coverage
Working temporary at Atha on
your summer vacation will
keep you lust as busy as you
want to be

Adia’s going to work for you

ADIA
Employment
The

People

Mountain View (415) 941-7100
2570W. El Camino Real, Ste. 205

CITY SUNGLASS COMPANY
150

S. First St.

Suite 237

Son Jose

998-8031

Santa Clara
(408) 727-’985
3945 Freedom Cir., Ste. 280
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Canine companion opens paths

As Bruce Van

Hoorn fastens Expect’s knapsacks, the dog gives his master a kiss. "Spects" is a Service dog trained by Canine Campanions for Independence.

I.

’Spects’ improves the quality of life
While Bruce Van Hoorn talks with a
friend. Expect lies nearby. glancing up
occasionally to make sure he isn’t
needed.
The silky black dog knows that when
he is wearing his harness and knapsacks, he has to be on the alert and
ready to his assist his master on a moment’s notice
Expects. or "Spects- as Van Hoorn
calls him, is a 2’. -year -old black labrador retriever trained as a service dog by
Canine Companions for Independence

The dogs are trained to turn light switches on and off

Spects gets his favorite treat a

(CCU), a non-profit organization that
"I want to work with people, be outprovides trained Ser\ kV animals for in- side and be physically active.- he said.
div iduals with physical disabilities.
Van Hoorn is an as id hiker and reApril 30 marked the seventh anni- cently had a special harness made for
versary of the accident that left Van Spects so that the dog can pull his
Hoorn paraly zed from the chest down.
owner up the tough grades near their
Though he now use a wheelchair to home in Scotts Valley. The dog is
get around, the tall blond has lost none training foi the task by pulling a tire up
of his zeal for pits steal act] v
A itits. Ii 01101ing in recreation and
Van Hoorn also hopes to return to
leisuue sei Ise 111d11:111CMCIIL he hopes wheelchair racing soon. A member of
Ii gtaduale iii in it %ears and work is
the National Wheelchair .1thletic Assostate tit national pat k !angel
ciation. he 0,111peled iii regional and
national et ems until he had an accident
at the Boston Starathon two sears ago.
But Van Hoorn has lust finished
welding together a new racing chair
and plans to get hack to the sport
"It’s a lot or tun.- he said. You can
get addicted. definitely .When Van Hoorn isn’t racing.
Spects helps him carry the weight of
the wheelchair by pulling it along as
Van Hoorn turns the wheels
Spects can also pas cashiers at
check-out counters. retrieke dropped or
out -of-reach items. push cies atm buttons and turn light ssv itches on and off.
More than 50 percent of the dogs’
job is to help break through the SOCjill
harriers that isolate the disabled, said
Shelby Allen. ot rice manager for CCI’s
main office in Santa Rosa.
The dogs make it easiei (or strangers
to approach the disabled. Allen said.
"A lot ot people are at raid to go up
and talk- to people in wheelchairs. Van
Hoorn said.
Now that he has Spects. people on
the street w ill some over and pet the
dog and realize that there is a "teat pet.
MM.. attached. he said
carrot as an afternoon snack

Spects lies quietly, near Van Hoorn’s feet, during a class lecture at SPAT

Pulling a tire up a steep hill prepares Spects to help Van Hoorn up mountain trails

Photos by
Lisa Isaacs

Text by
Mary R. Callahan
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SPORTS

Last chance weekend for SJSU
By Matthew D. Anderson

Daily sun* wocer

The SJSU and UCSB series this
weekend is what every athlete
looks forward to.
Winner take all.
With both teams tied for fifth
place in the Big West Conference,
the Spartans (37-19, 8-10) need to
sweep the Gauchos (28-24-1, 810) for a chance to gain an NCAA
playoff berth.
Today’s game is at 1 p.m., with
11 a.m. games slated for Saturday
and Sunday at Municipal Stadium.
The Spartans will need help from
First-place Long Beach and second -place Fresno State. The 49crs
play UNLV and the Bulldogs play
Fullerton State. UNIN and the
Titans arc tied for third (10-8
records) and need to win to keep
the Spartans out. The top three
teams in the Big West will most
likely earn playoffs spots for next
week’s NCAA regional playoffs.
The NCAA selection committee
looks at total wins and where a
team placed in its conference to
decide on the 48 team field.
Twenty-six automatically place if
they win their conference title.
Another 10-12 teams are chosen
automatically because of who they
are, such as Fresno State and
Texas and Louisiana State.
When it is broken down, the
Spartans are vying for 10-12 spots
with teams such as Santa Clara, a
team they have lost to four times

this season and Stanford, the twotime defending national champion,
who they have beaten twice.
It can also be broken down to
plus and minuses:
A three-game sweep would give
the Spartans 40 wins-a benchmark
for determining at-large berths.
SJSU has played a difficult
schedule against non-league opponents Arizona State, Stanford
(twice). California (twice),
Sacramento State (twice). They
are 4-3 in those games with the
ASU loss coming in 10 innings.
SJSU has not been blown out of
many ballgames. The Spartans’
three worst losses have been by
five, six and 14 runs. A definite
plus.
If the Spartans were selected to
go to a regional, chances are they
could be sent to a place like
Starkville, Mississippi. They have
a winning record as a road team
(10-9).
Each year, SJSU Coach Sam
Piraro has improved the Spartans
(31, 31, 37 and counting, wins).
Another plus.
With the help of LBSU and
Fresno State, the Spartans can finish in third in a conference ranked
by Baseball American as the third
toughest in the country.
The only negative would be if
SJSU lost the series to UCSB.
As coach Piraro said. "We’re
going to try and win all three. It’s

going to be tough."
The teams matchup looks like
this.
The Guachos have speed. Not
just normal speed, but as Piraro
says "They have great speed."
UCSB is eighth in the nation in
stolen bases (146) and with the
Jerrold Rountree snatching 59.
The Guacho leadoff man is hitting
.288
The Spartans can counter with
catchers Kevin Tannahill (.333, 31
RBI) and John Vemiest, who have
held oppencnts to a success rate of
54 percent . The Guachos have
been successful’ on 78 percent of
their attempts.
"It’s a matter if we can keep their
guys off base and score some
runs," Piraro said.
The top hitters for the Gauchos
are Jeff Antoon (.317, nine home
runs,
43 RBI) and Mike
Czarnetzki (.317, 43 RBI and 28
stolen bases). Catcher Frank
Appice is also a threat to run. He
has 20 stolen bases.
The Spartans Greg Mitchell
(.333), Erik Booker (.283, 29 RBI,
10 SB) Mike Gonzales (37 RBI,
18 SB), John Bracken (37 RBI)
provide the offensive punch for
SJSU. Andy Coan is the team’s
leading base-stealer with 30.
On paper, the pitching matchups
appear to be a mismatch.
Friday, junior right-hander Dave
Tellers (11-4, 3.64 earned run

average, the league leader in
strikeouts and innings pitched)
faces Jeff Ccsari (5-5, 4.92 ERA).
Tellers has more strikeouts (108)
than the Gauchos three starting
pitchers combined (103).
SJSU sends sophomre right-hander Chris Martin (7-2, 3.11 ERA)
to the mound against Shawn
Loucks (7-6, 5.51 ERA).
In Sunday’s regular season finale,
sophomre left-hander Donnie Rea
(9-4, 2.57 ERA) will face Mike
Woodward, 2-3, 6.70 ERA).
Sunday’s game is also Senior’s
Day. It will be the final appearance
in Municipal Stadium for pitcher
Larry Martinez, catchers Tannahill
and Verniest, infi Iders Kelly
Coan and Mitchell, and outfielders
Bracken and the other half of the
Coan twins, Andy. A small ceremony is planned before the game.
UCSB has won six of its last
seven games, while SJSU has
dropped 10 of its last 11.
All that is thrown out the window now. What it comes down to
is a three -game winner take all
series.
To sum it up:
For SJSU, a picture -perfect,
Norman Rockwell scenario, would
be a sweep by the Spartans, LBSU
and Fresno State.
And Tellers would get his 12th
victory, and Piraro his 100th
career win.

NBC executive producer’s book blasts his peers;
calls Musburger ’abrasive’ and ’anchor -monster’
er ship
He also wrote that an NFL coach
Id lion that his team had wire broadcast booth during N11 ide- lapped the room nit a player and
Aught the play ei ith $30.((x) that
.rc. outing lir .1 nev hook iu%
1114:11ded tin drug purchases.
Neil. the nev, exectint
Neil does not name the coach, the
;uroutun.er ot NB(’ Sports.
ONeil. the limner (13S Sports plav cc or the team.
Fhe book, :’The Game Behind the
utiv e producer hired Tuesda bs
G dine,’ is due lot publn.ation nest
calls Brent Alusburger "mar
9.
It is els I t
early
ednesdav
;orally abrasive" mid an "anchor
He wrote Brookshier career at ABC and tor. rises on 1910monster.
IGSti, his years a( CBS
spoke ’gibberish- and didn’t pie
O’Neil Lieu:obey CBS Sports as
pare tor games, and accused forme:
CBS Sports president Peter laind as -several hundred light years- bebeing ineffectual and lacking lead- hind the other networks when he ar\ itt

1.:11

‘volt. ,k,tn,n,111.1
Ittin
,Ind
iioho’ in the
thank

SW111110:111

)

rived
’ A ruin)! vu .1,, the lifeblood of the
old CBS Sports.’ he wrote. "Summerall and Brookshier regularly
drank their way through the 4 p.m.
football telecasts. After all, it ss as
cocktail hour.’"
He writes that (’HS would be hest
off not ha% mg Mustn’t-get anchor the
1992 Winter Oly mines
"Somebody at CBS should be responsible :tnd courageous enough to
insist on a ’likability study of the
top anchors in sports. This audience
survey would probably reveal that

PAY AT THE CASHIERS
IN WALQUIST LIBRARY SOUTH

ELL $25.00
TEST DATE: JULY 29
DEADLINE; JULY 7

Sit DENT ASSl!ANT
$8.34 per how’
lie I11,11. 1.11 I ’Millii, Administrative Office ot the tows. 14 arcept
ing applications ft, summer employment. Openings for student at.
sistants exist in the following units,
.1*OUNTING: Two openings for students to assist in file reorganization, >ear -end closing tasks, invoice processing,
and miscellaneous research projects. Accounting

experience, typing and clerical skills desirable.
Accounting or business administration majors preferred.
DIRECT COURT SERVICES: One opening for a graduate or law
student to assist to Frei oration for the estril-1iIttrent of a
Judicial Council Ad 1 o y committee a’ ie ec.igo and
implementation of a C. u 1 Profiles
include as
g staff in various resent
setting up a central file system. and assist, on the de
velopment and compilation of materials for committee
meetings Students in public administi anon or ;elated
fields preferred.
LEGAL: Or position for a second or third yen 1.w student with
superior writing and analytical skills to conduct basic
legal research, draft tontine correspondence, gather data,
and assist staff attorneys on various ongoing projects.

LEGISLATIVE OFFICE ISA( ’RAMENTO):

Two positions to
condki review and tracking of legoilatom relating to the
courta, research ant analysis of spec ific legislative
proposals, drafting position statements on various
measures. and preparing conc ow descriptions of court
related legislation at the doge of the legittlative. :rear.
Law Sillek111A with the risibly to grasp and anzlyte
complex issues. and who possess excellent writing and
onterperaonal skills preferred.

NIINIMUM QUALIFU’ATIf)NS: tipper division or graduate
school status and experience or knowledge in the area of

1

Come grow
with us.
Orchard Supply Hardware is the people-oriented leader
of the hardware industry. With a commitment to expansion and growth, we offer our employees benefits
such as competitive starting pay, employee discounts,
profit sharing, product knowledge training and a history
of promotion from within.
If you share our commitment to customer service,
come grow with us. Join our San Carlos Street, Sunnyvale, Branham Lane, Silver Creek, Cottle Road and
Prospect Road Stores in one of the following opportunities:

Part-Time Cashiers,
Salespeople, Pick-Up Clerks
and Receiving Clerks
For all these positions, you should be a high school
graduate (or equivalent) and be able to work day, weekend or evening hours. Pick-Up Clerks roust be 18
years old and able to lift and load heavy merchandise
and operate a forklift.
Stop in and discover more about OSH. We are accepting applications during store hours at:
San Carlos Street Store
720 West San Carlos Street
San Jose
Sunnyvale Store
777 Sunnyvale/Saratoga Road
Sunnyvale
Branham Lane Store
1130 Branham Lane
San Jose
Silver Creek Store
1751 East Capitol Expressway
San Jose
Cottle Road Store
5651 Cottle Road
San Jose
Prospect Road Store
5365 Prospect Road
San Jose
We are an equal opportunity employer.

AN EQUAL 0114.11,NITY IMPUrrelat

’I believed
they hated me and
then I got all these
nice letters. I began
to wonder if these
people just miss
somebody to yell
at.’
John Madden,
Ex-Oakland Coach
the Saints came out and there was
nothing. It was like a choir. It was
like a church... Madden said.
"And then I realized. it wasn’t the
visiting team. It was the Oakland
Raiders they didn’t like. It was me
they didn’t like." he said.
Madden, who has a fear of flying.
said his bus tours allow him to see
broth:ill fans nationwide. including
fans of the Nebraska Comhuskers.
who he calls the best in the NCAA.
I’ iii nol just saying this because
I’m in Nebraska because I’ve said
this before. (butt I think the best college Iootball fans are in the state of
Nebraska." he said.
Mean, you go through this state
and everyone is a Nebraska fan. Everyone. you know, says ’Go Rig
Red.’’’ Madden said.
The former Nil. eunuch said he enioy his current job as a television
announcer.

HERE COME THE ZRAD -ACTT=

)/

interest.

Please send resume specifying position to. Administrative Office of
the Courts. 350 McAllister Street, Room 3210, San Francisco, CA
o4102. Telephone. (415)557 9251.
FILING DEADLINE: May 25. 1959

0OALLAI.A. Neb. r APi
John
Madden, who says he was booed
eoast-to-coast as the coach ot pro
football’s Oakland Raiders, said he
now receives flattering mail from
Ni’l. fans but he suspects it is because they "nnss somebody to yell
at.
Madden, now a football announcer for CBS television, stopped
for dinner at an Ogallala restaurant
Wednesday night. He was headed
from Washington to his home in San
Francisco aboard his personaliled
Greyhound bus. the "Madden
Cruiser."
"When I was coaching we led the
league in boos wherever we went. Madden said "When we came out
im the field we were really booed.
whether it was Denver. Kansas City.
New York or San Diego.
"Probably in Denver in the last
few years they probably got on me
hardei than any other place. The
funny thing is. when I retired, I got
inure nice letters 1 rom people in
Denver than any othei place,- lie
said:
’I really believed they hated me
and then I got all these nice limos
and I began to wonder if maybe
these people lust nilss somebody to
yell at... I was a target to hate
a
big target too... he said
Madden, who left the Raiders
after 1978, said in an inter% ievv that
his players alvvays were pelted with
debris at Mile High Stadium so he
was under the impression I )eiic et’c
tans treated all v isitors poorly.
"In my hist year IC Mr CBS) we
were doing the Saints at DenvCr and
I was telling I .unictsay Ne110t1
watch because when the Saints came
out on the tield those tans were
really going to boo them ’suud then

CBS should put sue A liC’s Al Mi- 1
chaels or NBC’s Dick Friberg not
Musburger. as its lead Olympic personality . After 20 years of taking its
Games from Jim McKay
kindly .
soothing. even grandfatherly. in his
latei years
America is not prepared to ills ite someone marginally
arbrasive into its living rooms four
hours per night for I() nights.
The 39-year-old O’Neil says that
differences with Musburger
whom, according lit O’Neil. refers
to himself as "The Big Dog"
led
to O’Neil’s firing at CBS

11

LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER
FOR THE WRITING SKILLS TEST
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER.

Fans’ boos fade away
as Madden enters booth

It’s that time of year again when
warmer weather is on the way in
and grads are on their way out.
Now you can help make their
departure a special one by plac;ng
a special personalized message in
the Spartan Daily.
Tell your grad just how proud you
really are about their achievements
with a GRAD AD in a special
graduation section of the Spartan
Daily on May 17.
To place your Glad Ad in the
Spartan Daily,stop by the GRAD AD
booth in front of the Student Union
between 11:00 am. and 3:00 p.m.;
today

Order forms may be turned in to the
Spartan Daily, DBH 207, up until Friday , May 12.

EARN $1,000/MONTH
WHILE COMPLETING
YOUR BS IN NURSING
The United State Navy
Introduces:

THE BACCALAUREATE
DEGREE COMPLETION
PROGRAM
The Navy offers you the opportunity to complete your degree while
receiving as much as $1,000 a month. This is not Navy ROTC.
There are no special classes, you will not be required to wear a
uniform or attend drills. You just stay in school and keep your
grades high. Upon completion of your bachelor’s degree, you will be
commissioned an Ensign in the United States Navy Nurse Corps,
earning good pay, 30 days paid vacation each year and other benefits
that cannot be matched anywhere.
Eligibility requirements arc stringent and only the best will be
accepted:
Sophmorc. Junior or Senior enrolled in or accepted loan
NLN accredited school of nursing leading to a B.S. degree
in Nursing.
Minimum GPA 01 3.0
At least 18 but not yet 26 years of age at time of entrance to
the junior year of the nursing curriculum.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: Lt. Ginny McEnroe

Thn

NAVYNURSE

You are Tomorrow.
You are the Navy.

Friday. May 12, 1989/Spartan Daily
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DISCOVER
YOUR TRUE
TREASURES
We’re Laing
Speciat Arrangements
for nom

ci

Sunday 11:30 - 3:30

Quality Merchandise
Affordable prices

Call for Reservation

286-0766

Quality gifts for all
ages and occasions

ig

COLLECTIBLE
TREASURES

1198 neri.than Avenue

723-3900

-

315 Town & Country Village
San Jose

244-5002

Announcing
San Jose’s

BEST BRUNCH

Collector Plates
Emmit Kelly Jr.
Capodimonte
Norman Rockwell
Jan Hagara
Sports

id

--L

Top floor of the Pavilion
overlooking 1st. St.
150 S. 1st. #266
10% Student Discount with valid I.D.

Don’t Forget Mothers Day

00kf

ifses’
The Beauty
Supply Store
& Salon

Mother’s Day Special
Treat your mom to a manicure
and shell receive a free gift bag.

Grand Opening Special

M-F 10-7
Sat. 10-6
Sun. 12-5

20% off all products
(Offer good May 11-15)

The Pavilion

1

998-LOOK

tt 39 The Pavilion
150 South First St.
San Jose
293-7919
Free sachet with any $15 purchase.
title

Free 2 hour parking validation

FOR MEN WOMEN AND CHILDREN

THE PAVILION - VALLCO FASHION PARK

onN

A

Mir

Spartan 1)aily/FridaN Mav 12, Ns’)

Student deals with life after prison
i
I iirrir
suyision. he held back some information. not wanting to int Ate his
Jiimust triend
;Atter interiogating him for 30
minutes the police ’Mooned him
thiit Stone nits dead and then read
Inn, his rights
I hey tiad Vi Ss of a phone conversation Stone had w ith a friend right
belie she died in which she said.
(iit had git en her tw lines of
special snot and lett
\ iss gat c second statement ad
mating he and Stone had come back
to his house and that he suspected
she had taken the methadone
oss agreed to a seal,Ii of his
liouse. iii w Inch iii,ii e methadone.
May I harbituic acid morphine large
quantities ii mai qualm and assorted
ding fumphernalia were found.
iii ihIiiV to police lecoids
Ile pointed some Iii it out to the
ot ticcis kit was unaware Of omer
dings that had been lett there by his
ho used to Ilse at
,hemist
his house \ oss s Is taken to the pohic ’4:111011 and interrogated for six
mote howls
1 tiok mg back . I sIsh I had kept
quiet mull talking to a law v cr.’
Voss said_ "People who are limo
..ent talk because the have nothing
to hide. but it t: an be used against
late! iliuts how many. guilty
people get ot t on technicalities
they know to shut up
Fhe Initial charges iigamst Voss
were shopped. rind tmire than sts
i.eloie he w as toi
months went
1iialls cli,iuiietl ss 111 list.deree mill do

ems I lilc it he was tound guilt
Si
cepted a plea bargain
oluntai s manslaughter anti an
eight tem sentence.
One ot itie leasons \’oss agreed to
the bai gain was that he telt the tory
V.011Ill I CV, Stone as a soling. %slim:Libre ii il and would be less sv
pathetis toward him. He also wanted
to spare both his family and hers
111,111 .1 lengths trial.
v as being charged vs ith murder . and the proccution was plan twit., to present a theory that I had

"(Voss’ conviction)
makes me question
the legal system.
Gary Voss has
become the victim.’
--- Susan O’ConnorFraser.
Friend of Gary Voss

.olie motive to want Nancy dead."
\ oss said during the trial
(us dii 1I1C
the court pro..ceslings had gone so fa’. nis rear
Isis that a rurv might be overcome
sv Mt the emotion ot m 5 lung gni now
dead mid the pliselk-e oh&lips. find
irid Me guilty of minder
"I decided. attei
hearttelt discussion st lii ms tasty Cr ot all the
possibilities to take that chance and
end the IC 11.,.2111
proCeed111121
Voss on trial
V.cording to Voss, the case was SOUL Ii \Sete %sifting! ille &WO and
based largel on the phone call Stone accept a lessei noustise "
made byline she died and on the preFriends confused
sumption that Voss %kits lealous and
Ii ends were unman. ot
Is mid has,: a I.Cil,011 tO murder
stone, since they had once had a happv about the t mIs t
StIsall 0C011110t-Fifisel. president
iclationship and she was now seeing
of the Professional Media Network.
someone else.
Ii. astilIC of them
’ I can understand I anu. si fun\\ lien I heard the nett s iii his
ds and friends not kaliting her to be
lifisine to
responsible hit her kW’. II death.- Voss limit slants
said in a statement to the court the seise inc. I ..is enraged.. I’1,1ser
s;nilisiuileihnuiie
makes me
like
this
dav ot his sentencing. -I can understand their rage But 1 could neter question the legal svstein as a ss hide
understand the police and prosecu- Ciarv Voss has hues 111111: the knit]
Rohm S I ehman a minister at
tion proeceding as though there was
the Imst I nuarian Church in San
.1 presumption of guilt...
I’s en it Voss had been judged not - Jose, was amok,
"I didn’t understand_ sitting there
it the murder charge, he could
attorne,
!lase served us e ears and eight in court, ss IV. ( ;al
I ehman
months ot time because of drug accepted that ho gain .
cfr:jrges. vs ith the possibility. of 25 Wrote in a published pamphlet about

the sass. ’ It seemed impossible that
thc lust -degree murder charge would
has e been made to stick, and es en
the voluntary manslaughter charge
seemed highly questionable.
The only evidence that he had
to en her the methadone Vo as in the
telephone call which Nancy had
made under the influence of drugs,
is uncertainly recalled and repeated
fit her friend later...

Prison life
On Nov. 27, 1984, Voss said farewell to his family and friends and
began his eight -year sentence. With
lime off for good behavior, he would
he out in four years.
He was sent to Sierra Conservation Center in Jamestown, Ca.. a
medium security facility.
Voss said he was surprised the
overcrowding there didn’t cause
more riots. The facility was designed
to hold 16 inmates per dorm. When
he left, they were holding 32.
"Suprisingly, inmates are fairly
respectful of one another." he said.
Voss adjusted fairly well. And
after being in prison for several
months on good behavior, he was to
he moved to a lower security dorm.
something he did not want.
"I bribed the clerk, who was an
inmate, with a box of Camels to let
me stay in the dorm 1 was in," Voss
said. "There is less day-to-day violence in the higher security dorms. "You get around in prison either
by being smart or ’with juice.’ ’ he
said.
"Juice" means knowing the right
people and giving them the right
things. as Voss did with the cigarettes.
Once, he was "thrown in the
hole." a wire fenced -in area in the
prison yard, for smarting MI to a
guard. Within an hour. he used his
"juice" to get him out.
While at Sierra, Voss was coordinator of the Blind Project, where inmates read books aloud into cassette
tape recorders for the blind.
He found this to be a rewarding
experience. and even fought to keep
it going when higher administrators
wanted to close it down.

Transferred
After 13 inonths. Voss asked to be
moved to Green Valley Conservation Camp. a lorestrv tire camp run
in conjunction V. ith the Department
of Corrections.
The atmosphere there sums less

prison -like. Voss isolated hiinselt
from the other inmates because drug
use was high, and he didn’t want to
be associated with it.
He worked as a clerk in the forestry department. operating the
switchboard. The inmates were paid
SI an hour for their work, and when
he left almost three years later he had
managed to save about $3,000.
Now that he has been released.
Voss acknowledges his responsibility, but shows his frustrations at
times.
"I did drugs and left them laying
put myself in this posaround I
ition." he said. "I don’t do drugs
anymore. She didn’t deserve to die.
But she stole drugs from a friend
who had never been anything but
nice to her.
"Sometimes it seems unfair. I do
have a new insight on the judicial
system. I’m not bitter, though.
"I pled guilty to voluntary manslaughter not because I was guilty ot
that offense, but because 1 felt
any one perthreatened not by
son, but by a judicial process that I
felt was out of control; by a police
investigation that I feel was at the
very least mishandled; and by prosecution that seemed to me to be proceeding unrestrained," Voss said
during the court proceedings.
Voss believes he did gain something from the experience.
"The people I met, the experience
of helping the community through
the Blind Project, and my insight
into the penal system were all good
experiences." he said.
He said his biggest regret is that
"Nancy had to die."
"I’m sorry tor the suffering Nancy’s family and friends have gone
through since Nancy died," he said.
"But I’m just as sorry for the suffering that my family and friends have
had to go through. I hope the suffering will stop.**

Mike Dafterner Daily staff photographer
Novice surfer Christina Paganini hangs ten on the Paradise Beach surfing machine brought to campus for the belly flop and surf contest

Flop
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Voss returned to school this Jan- &Veil tit so (.11%0s. %Sere supplied
uary to "finish something he Budweiser. The included signs. T slims, posters and a NV, eat shirt.
started" and is glad to be back.
.\ boll! 200 people shtmed up to
Parks. his faculty adviser. said t.itell the esent Ti also 111,11.1ded it
"he has a very good attitude.
using a sin I lug ideo
Paradise Beach night
II -0111
gaulle
"I’m amazed he’s adjusted so club and Ilse 11111,IC trOITI the local
well." he said. "I’m glad to see he
group Shock \\ e
still has the same spark of enthuDivers showed a remarkable lack
siasm he had 20 years ago. I didn’t
of form and grace. not to mention
know if that spark would be gone."
good taste.
One climbed up the high disc ladKelly Gregg is 0 Journalism 60A
der l%eftritie football helmet and a
sou/crir
large ttmel Once on top. he threw
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Al The Pavilion
150 S. First Street

ARTS AND CRAFTS
FROM BRAZIL
San Jose

Send Moimher fav()titc kind
of fragrance.
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!UNITED COLORS ’jr BENETTON]
iFor "The Pavilion" Grand Opening offers a I
120%

,oiLle his towel to reseal that there
ss as nothing hut a jockstrap covering
most people prefer to leave pris ate.
hinior Dave Moss evecuted a flip
with flop. spinning riser twice before
landing hori/ontall with a painful
clapping sound. The judges gave
him a 45.
The crowd vvas clearly out for
blood. Silence. and even boos. met
those divers who distil.’ seem to be in
Phil .utter resurfacing.
Francis described the feeling of
hitting the water straight on from
about 12 feet in the air as "a beautiful stinging sensation."
w ho comes from Toronto. Canada, said he would do it
all again.

DISCOUNT

on any item in stock at
Pavilion or at Vallco Fashion Park Benetton
IThe
stores to all Sin Jose S.U. students and a
FREE Duffle Bag with $100. purchase.
Valid thru May 31 - MUST BRING THIS AD
1 (Discount off regular price items) We also have a no fee
layaway plan and we do alterations Free Of Charge.
t1111111=11111111111=1111111.11EMIMM

2 other Mother’s Day
arrangements are
available
Cuperting

Campbell

Acorn Florist and Accents
Oaks Shopping Center
21275 Stevens Creek Blvd.
255-0360
Sunnyvale

Cambrian Nursery
and Florist
3175 S. Bascom Avenue
559-6733
San Jose

Sunnyvale Florist and Gifts
1022 W. Maude Ste. 103
736- 1 51 5

FIsches Garden Florist
1198 Meridian Ave.
723-3900

Friday, May 12, I99/Spartan Daily
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Jurors asked to convict
four people of manslaughter
OREGON CITY, Ore. (AP) - A
prosecutor asked jurors Thursday to
convict all four defendants of manslaughter in the killing of Dayna
Broussard, daughter of the founder
of the Ecclesia Athletic Association.
Charged with first-degree manslaughter are Willie K. Chambers,
35; Brian K. Brinson, 31; Constance
Z. Jackson, 38; and Frederick P.
Doolittle, 28.
All of these defendants acted in
concert." Clackamas County Deputy District Attorney Alfred French
said in his closing statement. "They
all committed the crime of beating
Dayna Broussard to death."
In his final statement to the jury.
French reviewed the two-day sequence of events that led to the 8 year-old girl’s death Oct. 13.
The girl’s father, Eldridge Broussard Jr.. was at the group’s Los An-

Bloom County
14e1.1. GYP Wt/
&AM1 AfT12?4/FE
141
1701?6 fare ALL Of
af

geles headquarters at the time of her children knew what that beating was
death. Broussard, who formed the doing to Dayna Broussard." French
group to steer inner-city children said.
away from drugs and crime, did not
He said there was no excuse for
attend the trial.
French said Chambers and Brin- the four adults who participated in
the
beating of the 60-pound child not
son, in testifying in their own defense. played down their roles in the to realize that she was dying.
incidents that led to the girl’s death.
French said that the defendants’
"Minimized. Minimized. Mini- effort to discipline Dayna for stealmized. That’s the name of the game ing food and for refusing to accept
when you’re talking about the de- her punishment turned into a "conferidants’ testimony," French said.
test of wills."
French maintained that the state
"The wills of the four defendants
had met its obligation to show that prevailed that night. and Dayna
all four defendants acted recklessly Broussard is dead." French said.
and with extreme indifference to the
On
Wednesday,
Clackamas
value of the girl’s life.
County Circuit Judge John Lowe
French said it was clear from the denied defense motions for acquittal
testimony of children who were and for sequestering the jury.
forced to watch the beating that
The defense rested its case TuesDayna had been severely injured.
day and the prosecution did not call
"Ladies and gentlemen, those any rebuttal witnesses Wednesday.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

eiec assembly exp 01 ,9010 ed In
the sciences or computer prog

CREDIT! CREDIT’ CREDIT’ for students interested In obtaining
credit Get your Visa Mastercard

Must be
US citizen We offer
1005.
education
re4mb
Call
415 493-1800 x445 VARIAN

now. Call (406) 293-6174
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
applIcstion tor college students.
Just send
self addres.ed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 4th SI , Box
5, PhIlecalphie Pa 19147 Apply
today for your future’

AVON SALES
Buy or sell Avon!
Earn v-tra income or allow me to
sell to you! WI beauty co In
A.A. Do your shopping with
Avon! Avoid crowds & Mt me
sena you M -F B 30-5 30 Jon*
251-5942
BOOKSTORE

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE’ Spartan Booistore is Presently hiring for Fail Rush Parttime positions in sales and non sales department Apply today

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?
We have quality plans at low
prices Monthly terms evallable
Call Mark Ellice at (408)943-9190
for no obligation quote

f-

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now! Save your teeth. ayes
and Money too Cleanings and office visits at no charge For brochure see S office or Student
Heelth Confer or call (408)371.
011110 San Jose

re
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Ire
ful
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Position...stilling up quickly.
CHEER UP! Iv, hiring Due to expansion, I need more people to earn
5t50 to 5500 a week for part time
hours doing
phone promotion
Gummi..d .alaryA bonus. We
train Call Dave 408-727-0447
CHILDCARE

friendship,

Full and part time permanent positions available Northern
Californl Nannies. 175 San Anto
nio Rd. Suite 112, Los Altos. Cs
94022.415)949-2933

adventure

Les. your message or you can
hear six tn.sages from others.
try it you’ll be glad you did Cali

for
et
in

daily!
Messages
change
quently Only 12
any toll

COUNSELOR DIRECT

STAFF
needed at residontiel litclittles tor
young adults & adolescents with

fre-

BUY A NEW CAR hassle fma for less
money. You pick the model. nuke
and accitemeles We find you the
best deal, no obligetIon Indepandont broker. references call KEN
at 7260639.
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES - to
get you where you’re going Special peyrnent plan A easy credit
for students 66 J Motors. corner
of 1st A Virginia, 798 S 1s1 St..
San Jowe, 289-6916
85 HONDA ELITE 80 Great condition
7113cc of fun Rid. two Red,
$800 bo Call 986-8135

COMPUTERS
IBM

COMPATIBLE

computer

w printer -840K-2

floppies nIono
monitor -extended kbrd 5700 little
me, Janet 924-8414
WE -PAY CASH for 60011 MAC drives.
MAC SE, 1742. Call John st 9465015.

FOR SALE
DEMON ED, unit. Al sonyo ciast Ok fr
cr or Irk Unbellveable price $500
not even op.. Aft, SPM 9471546
MATTRESS SETS. NEW. BEDS.
Twin $85. full UM. queen $129.
king 5188

You get both pieces

Bunkbods $129 Eadtram. avail.
able now If your bed isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you like, why not get
naw bed,
Our beds are very comfortable &
cheep Call 945-65.56
PROFESSIONAL LOUD SPEAKERSdIgital
db
IV
twin
acoustic
0906e1 system Mtd frequency
driver high frequency driver 125
program wefts, high frequency re
spon., high fidelity, 5 yr war minty, .ver used, never open,
still In box Pold $160010, tvro. for
sale only $600 100% money beck
and satisfaction guaranteed Call
FELIX 11 996-9535

GREEK
AKRON FIJI Dudes

Hey chiefs, you,

PO wes SWEET in

blg bed

wey
but too much chicken Hi were H
& K and we’re dorks Love. your
AO cutie

the gauchos.
Mongo A Miry shit want to go to
Immo

Onalmi
HEY TKE’S the RCN In SF *welt. Set
May 13 Leta party at the Powell
after RHO XI or DIE’ RHO- ki or
DIE! CHUNK
TO

Starting

96-5425 hr

Call

(408)

4463953
CO

REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED
NOW’ Great sal.. & public role
lions experience

Part full time
jobs. flexible

INCOME,

commission sales,
first office in Cal/tomb. water
treatment systems Commercial.
Reverea osmosis.
residential
conditioners. air purification Call
now 2414644

JAPANESE TUTOR WANTED!". To
tutor mellow SJSU student over
the summer Japanese exchange

OMEGA.

JOM, CA 95116
9350 day’ Prod..ng product orders Pool.
PM you No exp. Call (refundable)
518-499-86117 art. 96404

AGENTS

NEEDED

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS!
Job opportunity as Inf.-since
That,, rep trainee In Santa Cara
Co Slowing salery 023.9130 Conte. Ca./ Abed, Sale Farm In.
(4011)97164404
ATTRACTIVE WOMEN NEEDED.
comsne,
IWS., excl. ben.es
fun.
up 10 $150wend In
soli*

pliotogniphy, 262-7218

AUTOMATED VAC ROPER OPERATORS ’Waded on graveyd ehllt

(964006.

owe
NMI twerehlind shut
weak) ReQuirse, 1-3 yr. tench CO

$6-58 hr to start 50 positions Reception Security, no asp nom FT PT,
day swing grave shifts
Weekly
pay dentsi tiled benefits We are
looking for friendly people to
work in Hi-tech. Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd, Santa Clare (between San
Tomas & Olcott)

Salary Lifeguards $5 50-58 40 h.
Pool Managers S7 00-8660 hr
Con 942-2470
NEED A GOOD JOB for the summer?
Hem basic Mace xperience? We
need you. DIAGRAPH CORP.
San Jose. le searching for 505115’
on. for phones, typing, etc from

LOOKING FOR SJSU female roommate to shore two bedroom 1.
uly apt Security bldg with front
door
security.
air
condition

Karen.

prosperous romentic & loving I
enjoy hi-athletics, martsphysics,

SALES-ENERGETIC, friendly sales
person for new downtown beauty
supply store FiewItfte hr. Ca.
June at 996-LOOK
SECURITY
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full part time security
officers all Mins Full pert Wm
evemng process movers We will
train Apply In portion Mon -Fri.
Jose. Acufacts. Inc
SUMMER JOBS
Reeldentiel

Heed Counselor ft
advisors position.

own Apply at UPWARD BOUND
924-2567
WIC219.
program.

TELEMARKETING.

APPOINTMENT

Part tinw. 52006.
POSSIBLE, daily cash WelkIng
datanot from campus. friendly
Afstmosphers
supportive
*Nils evell
ternoon
evening
per...Why
Good vol.
CaN BLAS at 298-3033

able

THE STUDENT UNION Is now hiring
tor Botanic. litsIntenante plant
pompon. positions Contact Student Union Director’. Offlo.
ENTRY pertOrne,
min SO WPM. good communicaspoken English
Preferred
tion
losnieh Contact PAC LUTAAN

WANTED

DATA

(466) 779-0060
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS
& busboy Call M. at Minato Jae.010 Restaurant 910-11711

WANTED

WORKERS NEEDED TO MP events
at SAKI OM. Oinlef, Shorsiline
MOW, 8.1. Cane. Or. end Mere
COneflonk Wafts & P77.016 *W.

outdoors, communication. ..re... laughter. growth & MI of
ille’
Pleaae respond if you
aro isimillar (younger Ok). female
flt of mind. body & vett. Cali

...

e.), z-

,r-r-,..-;_

PREGNANT? Birth mothers you have
choke Call Vicky collect tor
info PRIVATE ADOPTION-where
to bogln? (408)423-7331
SHARK BATT I’m orry It has lo be
this way. I never assent to hurt
you Op.. want meal. friend Ill
bath.,. Love, ICEMAN.
SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN BOARD .
Now than.
Is feet nosy wey1r, noel queltly

401.97162002

0
to

a,

---,

N,

Classified

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desires MITSuI, formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party. we’ve got
the music’ Mkt* Productions

UNITED June I at 9,47 AM from
S.J. Can make connection. anywhere Only $90. a 1300 VALUE
Call (409)924-8272. esk for RYAN
SAN

DIEGO airline ticket
5 26-5 28 NT $60 ob Wafts Deal.

SUNNY

call 559-1710
TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off snywhoot sny tire Purchase
your TWA student discount card
now Also ask about TWA GET-

provide. wide variety of musk
tor your wedding party or dance
at reasonable retes. Call Desiree

AWAY credit cord Call Andy et
(409)297-U01, TWA comp. rep

or Phil. 270-8960 or 922-7359
PROOFREADING,

EDITING,
RESEARCH" Quality work Call DEE
at (408)292-7029.

ACHIEVEMENT

ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE in typing that’s tops.
Trust TONY. 2962087 Thanks
St 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar.

285-4619.

ante. Thank.

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening weer, specializing in
weddings. formai. etc REASONS BL E RATES, quality stork in Wil-

PRO-

WORD

PROFESSIONAL

CESSING OMk and reesoneble
Fast turnaround Lefler quality
Call Shelly (409)247-7520

low Glen sr. cell Maris It 446
5494

ASH! WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed. RELAX AND

TSHIRTS

for fraternities, sorortlies.
club., business Custom scr.n
printing on shirts, sweats end
pickets Quality work at re...able retm
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug el (406)262-7377,
Monday through Friday 3-10 PM

SERVICES

Only 15 minuteo horn campus

Oualtriod
writers
Re
writing Coialoguo Worir guarantord
Low rot.
Coupled..
Communications Roraoloy (415)

NOT. Academic
word processing our specially
accuracy
quality
Guerenteed

Call Rot 274-36114 (leave message; Available 7 days week. also
June, July and August
EVERYONE

NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not make the best impression, A neatly -typed papar
gm a higher grade For the best
result call Barbera al
WRITE TYPE -(406)972-9430

279-2221 292-0941,

ANN. WORD PROCESSING Thema
Reports Linters No time lo type
your paper, Call Mary Ann et
Ann

Santa Cars 241.5490

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor

Al SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close 10 school Available night
and day Rush jobs bre my opecimin Call Pam al (408) 225.50250,

pers,

your academic. business, legal
word procesaing needs TI m pe
won.. resume.. afters.
group projects, manuals, theses.
etc Loll., quality. All formats
plus SPA. SPELCHEK. ’nowt.
All
Don, grammar solstancv

(400)225-9039
CALL LINDA TODAY lot experienced.
processing
prof...tonal word
with Lam, printer Theses term
papers, group projects. etc All

wort guaranteed Fr. disk sto,
ago oitordalaN student faculty
Wee. For professions’ dependable worrytr. service at Its best
PAM
247-2661 (S Carat

APS

including

lornmts

CALL MRS MORTON at 2664448 tor
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of arm paperennearch projects
& resumes WIll gladly assist w
grammar, punctuation, and son -

tans

ter quality Term papers, group
protects, theses. resumes, faculty
protects, etc APA, MLA, Tumbler.
hornets. Guel guar (27 yr. exp )

PJ-923-2309

grads Acall.blo dey, ev., wooaends by amyl Cell Anna 972-4997

laser printer. greens and so much
(406) 9412,more C.II PAMELA
3662 to reserve your time now

WORDPROCESSING
On cempu pickup delivery Let-

ACCURACY AND QUALITY otter.
Professional typing. reasonable
Tem, import end resumes Call

St 75 peg. double specrel
pitch) Quick return Transcription
Almadenevallable
son..
Brenham mos Pilo. 264-4504

Acedernic. paper, thesis assistance Ghostwriting editing. resumes. word -proroguing All sub-

EVERGREEN

protect. welcome Student rotes.
7 min Inn campu. nr 6109 McK.
(BERRYESSA area) To ensure
on
completion
paper
your
schedule reserve your time early

LEAVE THE ’TYPING TO ME Graduel and undergred Resumes
term papers, thee.. reports 01 .11
kinds Student rates tor Under -

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time. Professions! word-proc.sing Novlus that include fast turnaround,
guar...i copy, grammar editing,

your typing need. I
these./
Laser printer, desktop publishing
Call Linda The Write Type 7231714

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word processing Papers,thotieresumes.
reports, manuscripts & group

Elaine
260 Meridian

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY,

RESUMES! Employets expect them
You need on. Cat design can
give you that professional look
you need S25 tor law printed re
some.. 115 for cover letters Cali

Chanty guaranteed Competitive
student rates Theses, reports
term papers, legal documents
Call(4067964-5203 today’
FREE’ JOB LISTINGS & Interviewing
& job search tips with resume

Nonce structure (knowledgable on
Turabion. PA. 6 Campbell formats)

Equipment

used

Free disk storage proofing Reaaonebre rotes War. fast, depend... grimmer-experienced Col
loge greds, so call us with papers.

purchase t argesi.lections any
where-20 V’s cap wrIling
bob
placement with 90-100% place

Word

Perfect & HPLeaerJefil Considerable Mal.ss experience and forWILLOW
mer English mei.

mint ratlo
succes. For Ap
poiniment call today BECAUSE
WE CARE your employment net-

WRITING, RESEARCH. EDITING Vetsettle, trypert, .051 K0-777-7101

TRAVEL

reports. theses
etc at 251-0449

ONE WAY TICKET to CHICAGO on

asp

Science).

work

COMPUTER- lest-accurete..a. Hamilton & Winchester, Campbell Call
SHIRLEY at 379-3519

7742

Resumes

379-

Resumes

GO WITH THE BEST. Top-quality mc
relarler service tor ALL you,
WORD processing needs GapS
Ics, charts, letters, reports menu-

St SO per

PAIR
DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD.’ Thle year,
call typist who is mperienced in
.11 form.. (Including APO) tor all

....

NM =I MEIN MEI

401 =I MOM

theses Lei our words work for
you. Editing. grammar & spell
checking All work done on a
PSI..., Printer or printing from
your Oak Both IBM & Mac II computers Special student rate’ Call
PrInty’s WORDWORKS el 253WORD or 253-WORK
PROCESS IT WRITE! Faculty end .10 dents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters.
report.. resumes publicallons.
manuscripts. correspodence. *lc
Will eld in gramme, spelling punctuation For prompt. 7 cloy
lesve rms..
74.11onse
Pamela at (406)280-1821

resumes,

term

papers.

RESUME WRITING & TYPING SVC
Reports & applications word procoming
Career consultations
Bay arse’ el professional service Career Canter, 1765 Scott
Blvd. Santa Clam, 743-4070
SPEEDY DE I IVE RV TYPING
On conpus pickup & detivery
214.06000, beeper 236-9483
TYPING -’WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS ’REPORTS
THESES
RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(401)972-I 503
WORD PROCESSING. transcription
Term pipers. lame, r.umes.
monuscrmis

Fast turnaround
torage
Exponentad
typist and legal transcriber RSFr. disk
1393
WORD

PROCESSING.

.Peedy servic. niasortable
S San Jose REAP SERVICES,
cell 261-8590
WORD

PROCESSING
ltm goal.
printing photocopying. etc Mod
e st rates. Celia 7734102

WRITING, RESEARCH EDITING Wir.
.111. exp. .,an 800.777.7901

I= Rib
-----------

Print Your Ad Here
Count approirmately 30 letters arkl

Ad Rates

Minimum three lines on one day
1

Two
One
Days
Day
111
$480
I3 L ines $390
4 Lines $480 $570
I5 Lines $570 $660
6 lines $655 $750
Each Additional l ine Add $

Three
Days
$5 75
$655

$700
$790
90

Four
Days
$5 50
$640
$7 30

$8 10

Flue
Days
$5 75
$660
$7 50
$840

Each
Extra
Day
SI 00
St 15
$1 30
$1 45

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-141 ines $70 00
5-9 I ,nes $50 00
15 Plus Lines $90 00

Address

Phone 921-3277
City & State

pool. In the privacy of your
home its so env! When you Calk
you will be told how to Neve yOur

Enclosed is $

Flit

Own meesage or b. six Often.ni
messeges left by others. Them
itre rmsaagee from peagftwien
types of inters.. When you host
something you ibis give that person a cell That’s It! COI tad. 12
toll, 11 507

SERVICES

Circle a ClnaifIcation
Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

travel

For Sale
typing

Stereo

Personals
Services
A F (fund

((IS?

BAR, IT AL1.1 Mop shostIng, misfrig,
hifellealg or Mahe 011110.01114181111.
Nolen

LW ow pannononlly
move your unsfenled thiN tchtn,

’41iommoimmmimommumisom

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95191

lor

PROFESSIONAL TYPYING & WORD
PROCESSING 15 years experience R.sonable rates & fast
turn -around Close to camp.
Phone 292-4096

FAST WORD PROCESSING’ i 25 wprn

ABSTRACT WE’RE

141-5036

Com.. Christian Center. 10th &
San Carlos For more Information

formation
prIvate
adoption
Where to begin? (401)423-7339

9

I,

k
oar.

PLANNING A WEDGING? Looking for
non -denominational
.rvke
w personol vow. Plan now for
summer ceremonies Call Rev
Larson at 257-7923

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Suridey morning st 10 45 AM at

PREGNANT? Birth mothers, you he.
a choice Call VICKY collect for in

(

ITV4

guaranteed’ Call

RESEARCH

JUST
A sitIKE1

.---;\)")))

--

Soo you soon!

Norb

r

04087 1 -800-USA -1221 es1.8153

Steve Mull at 2/10-5438 or write
1840 S 71h St, #4, 53. CA 95112

about activIftin. call Rev
Fenn.. at 296-0204

PR. PROOLEM,

0\ MI r’e-,
I!)

((e-s

or write
Student Aid Services. 100 E Fremont Ave.. 0176, Sunnyvale. Ca

WRITNO,

CAP/REM
IT WA5

F;AT OU6NTA TAKE
CARECCOURLME

oyfri,

s04n
7

sources you tim qualified to receive. thus ensuring the best possible 1111 Our pandas Is low-cost
and

HEHOW MAN", ROLE’S
DOES IT -IAKETO *CREW
ON A Li6NT BULB?

AAP OW/Cala/5
/I

rized finding .rvice provide you
with o custom 1111 of sources
After you fill out data form, our
computer selects only those

EXAM FILES fon Professors throughout the USA Exam problems votttl
the professors own detail. soli,

pounded. playful, creetive Intelligent. semitone..
Ill Tenney,

13414 COMIC

MO regardless of grades or Nobly
income Let our unique compute-

PERSONALS

relax.. yet responsIblo CaN 943E678 (11 30-3 30PM) 116F, sok for

Wanda Folk

STRIPHAS
BEENMAR6E0
WM Ocinic,
.90kINE, POMO.

MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We match
students reftli arallable Itnancisl

stingless.. al
Spartan Stadium 4 29 Reward, Al
415-376-9296

GREEKRUSSIAN-ARABIC
FESTIVAL. Noon to sundown at Campbell Community Center, May 14th
Cell now for further info 377-5525
and brochure will be sent

IrDEEPATMENT
OF INTERNAL
AFENRS I

’’ el

LOST AVIATOR wIr

probe 247-7486. 335 S Bayikood
San Jose

.Free
’Mans

Hanover GSL S Ve
liable Member Privilege. Call
947-7273 or drop by our office at
8th end San Salvador

LOST AND FOUND

Ave

Laugh Lines

Corn-

facturer’

PRIV RM,1 2 blk tIm SJSU Kit ply no
smkg Prefer upper levet asp student 297.7679

June 1 -Aug 1 We need someone

Spring Marketing Campaign Rep
4 star restaurant.
25 hr wk
SISO 00 guaranteed Kevin 727’

Books-computer Loans
pelitive Savings Rates
Check Writing Cashing

Nell at 2139.07

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwonted
hair ron.ed forever Specialist
Confidential,
your
very
own

/OF Coo Rse I love
YOU-. VVE GOT
The RECEIPT’S
TO PRoVE IT"

signs, (415)964-9163
Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union-bronMs Include Tullion-

rooms, pool, whirlpool sauna. on.
dergrnd prkg. White TV. weight
rm. elevators Cost is $400 mo.
want r.nunate by June I. call

NEAR SJSU, 2 blocks Really ler. upstairs 2 bdr,n. 1 Oth. apt. Available
6 I 89, 5675 ml
dim No pets,
555 S 8th St.. 415-364-1259.

WHY, DAD,WHy?!
cctsrr NAou Lo\E
me piromoRCli

PUBLISHING SERVICES
Br.hures.
flyers,
graphic.
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all fields up to xecuti.
We
offer 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your resume plus 20
matching envelope. for lust 030,
FREE DEUVERY
Ermine De-

posit 5700 Available JUNE 1, call
279-8075

Hi mm STEVE Just moved to cernpus
twee
loving
I’m 28, decidedly
happy. Ir., handsome, spirituel.

PASSPORT UNLIMITED is raring for

Gary Delamore

DESKTOP

HOUSING

& more 23 different books available at Spartan Bookstore (doom
stairs) and Roberts Bookstore

(408)26165140 or 286-9620

Gus Torres

SUMMER
ER’uo/!PMAC
SHIPPING
me oPF To
SommER CA rAy

My Cam Gwen Cho... N E
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom A.
kC
’Hair Today Go. Tomor

FOR RENT, large two bedroom apartment nor campus, 1550(110 de-

LIFEGUARDS
SEASONAL & year
round positions evelleble now

Cell

SETTING

ADDRESS ENVELOPES $300 00 & up
DM mesir Send SASE RENTERIA
ASSOCIATES, P0 Not 3247. San

got your flat am* al 12 price.
’Unwanted Hair Disappears With

Dons Avellable tor 8 Engineering
courses, Calculus, El?, Diff Eon.
L in Sig. Chem. 0-Chern. Physics

preferred

Apply by IMy 15.1909 Deedll.

HELP WANTED

(415)366-9966

Klmbo

student

9AM-4PM. 260 meridian An., San

THE CHI OMEGA PLEDGES
You’re *Imo. three! Keep tvoritIng end remember to iihrays hold
your heed 0 high Wo love and
support you. the Actives of CHI

bikini, tummy, moustache. etc )
15% discount to Wudents and faculty Call before Juno 1, 1989 and

pendable, friendly
communise
ADOPTION!! Nuturing couple wants to
try.. & must ham car pkkup
shower newborn with love, laugh truck
Jane. Dir.t Language.
..........024.4.01securtty Expenses paid
(415)626-4111
Call collect (916)823-1225.
DENTAL OFFICE
Answer pho..,
ADOPTION-THE LOVING OPTION!!!
schedule appointments. responHugs kisses! tom
snuggles’
sible, 2-5PM Wed & 9-5PM Fri
Happily mooted couple wish to
226-0424
adopt your newborn or infant
FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
Please call collect for mom Info
int’l businesses & Investors seek
(408)335-5970
foreign nationals with first hand
ECCLESIA GNOSTICS SACFIAMENknowledge of economic. balTORUM For gnoetics, religion Is
... scientific, & political condiGod’s sense of mystery. not
ilons in horn. country for consultmen’s insistence on dogma Celeing assistance For info send
brate that mystery with u
at
resume to BCS Int 1,700 St Minya
Mass, open to all. 7 P M Sundays.
Pi
Suite 1400 San Antonio,
at the Vivan Chapel of the bat
TO 782050,809-62102828 Et. 856
United Methodist Church, 24 N
GARDNER-HANDYMAN.
07 hr
5th St San Jose We also train
steady,
every
Sunday
9AMclergy. both male and female. who
NOON Ba.com-Forivorthy arm
frhare our vielon For further inforMust have car 377-8433 ev.
mation, call 374-7458 evenings
HIGH

Rocky

Latchkey Diary

Iles. If you are looking to earn
eat,. money lowed on your availability, plea. calf Staff Network

product delivety
hrs . good pay Qualifications de-

9962

GREAT SEASON PIKES- DR.., Tan.
NOSS
Sunshine
Hent
hard,
&orgy Napkins too Go Spartan
baseball.

CARE

autism S related disabilities Full
and part Ilme positions mailable

AUTOMOTIVE
of

AVAIL-

ABLE

406-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Santsthing for every interwar Romans.,

POSITIONS

Berke Breathed

Classilted Desk Located inside DI3112013
Deadline TWO days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

mommummonimmimimmommimmimommisom.
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Panama
Trion page I
compounds there. Bush said. The
United States maintains 10 military
facilities in the country.
Sending the brigade will bolster
the 10,000 -troop force already. in
Panama.
The action is just one of a series of
moves the Bush administration has
announced in response to the nullification of Panama’s Sunday election
results, which reportedly favored opposition leader Guillernio Endara
over Gen. Manuel Noriega’s own
candidate.
SJSU students interviewed had
varying v iei.ss regarding the actions
of the president.
"It’s a ploy by the U.S. government to not give up the country as
stated in the treaty.- said James
Bauer. a junior majoring in political
science.
"In the year 1990 we’re supposed
to gis e up the canal to them,- he
said That’s (stated) in the treaty.
That’s why they’re sending troops,
because we don’t want to give it up
to them."
Pauline Wethington. a senior majoring in business, said she thinks
"the V.S. is always jumping into
other people’s problems. They
should let these people work out
their own problems. I don’t agree
with what (President Bush) is doing.
He’s starting something all over
again, sending people to fight for
someone else’s war."
Although he hadn’t been informed
of the President’s decision, Angus
Klein, a junior majoring in journalism said, "In general, the Bush ad-

’It’s a ploy by the
U.S. government to
not give up the
country.’

Military base closings spur legal suit

RANTOUL. III. (AP) Attorney
General Neil Hartigan filed suit in
federal court Thursday to block the
closing of 86 military bases across
the country, including two in IlliJames Bauer, nois.
He said the process used to target
Student bases for closure was unconstitutional and the "dopes" on the comminstration is following in the foot- mission that compiled the list used
steps of Reagan, where it’s a incorrect information about sonic
political manipulation of Third bases.
"I think it was an exercise in poWorld countries."
Administration sources said the litical gutlessness," Hartigan told
Pentagon was preparing to send reporters. "The decisions on base
troops from Fort Ord, which is lo- closure were made, in large part.
cated near Monterey, as well as under a cloak of secrecy, but in the
light of day it is obvious that they.
troops from Fort Polk in Louisiana.
Sources said one group of about don’t hold up under careful scruI ,(XX) troops would he dispatched tiny."
Hartigan toured Chanute Techniimmediately from the 7th Light Incal Training Center, an Air Force
fantry Div ision at Fort Ord.
base
in this east -central Illinois comThe Associated Press contributed to
munity of 20,000, and met with
this story.
about 300 people interested in keeping the facility open. Later Thursday, Hartigan was to tour the other
targeted Illinois base, Fort Sheridan
near Chicago.

Rates
page /

the facility and would have
to leave the lights on for extended
periods of time
Plus, Wile added. Rec Center
management is still unsure of how
much use the courts will gel
’That’s one of the issues we’re
going to have to t c,ols
said. "I’m not sure him %kC can do
that and be cost-effective
acisee

The federal Commission on Base
Realignment and Closure prepared
the hit list, which was reviewed by
the Defense Department and sent to
Congress.
Lawmakers options were to accept
the entire list or reject it. The Pentagon contended that closing the bases
would save taxpayers about $693
Million a year.
In March, the House accepted the
list, which excluded Scott Air Force
Base near Belleville.
The suit names Defense Secretary
Richard Cheney as defendant, and
asks the court to declare the Base
Closure Act unconstitional and to
stop Cheney from closing any of the
institutions.
"The commission did its work to
the letter ot the law Congress
passed.** said Defense Department
spokesman (Herm Flood. "We
haven’t had a chance to look at any
of his material. so we have nothing
to say at this time.**
Hartigan told the crowd at Rantoul
that his Ian situ, filed in I, S. District
Court in Springfield. would he diffi-

cult to win but "if I didn’t file this
case I shouldn’t he attorney general
of Illinois."
Gov. James R. Thompson has
pledged the "full forces of the state
of Illinois" to Hartigan. said
spokeswoman
Mary
Thompson
Frances Fagan.
Hartigan’s lawsuit contends the
procedure
was
base
closing
unconstitional since it circumvented
the president. who has responsibility
tar the armed forces.
In addition, he argued that the
process improperly delegated aunongovernmental
thority
to
a
agency, the commission, and allowed its recommendation to take effect without approval of the Congress and the president.
Bases are scheduled to close between Jan. I. 1990 and Sept. 30,
1995.
Hartigan said the loss of Chanute
would be "devastating" for Illinois,
with a pricetag of $500 million a
year and I 3,500 jobs.
"We pay taxes, we send money to
Washington and we pay the salaries

01 the dopes who made this decision," said Hartigan. "They think
Illinois is so used to getting kicked
around that we’ll take it and not fight
hack."
Hartigan urged people in the COMmunity to tell others that Chanute is
the most modern training base in the
Air Force, and that closing it would
mean that its schools and students
would have to be moved to other
bases.
The Air Force has spent more than
$42 million in the last five years on
new or improved facilties at Chanute. They include a nearly -complete
$6.5 million weather school and a
partially -complete $4.6 million officers’ dormitory.
He said the commission used "the
most fractured logic in the western
world- to arrive at its recommendation to close Chanute.
"Just by chance most of what
we’re losing is moving to Texas,"
said Hartigan. "Who are we kidding? If you want my opinion, I
don’t think they like the weather
here."

Missile firing launches Midgetman flight tests
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE
BASE. Calif. (API An
unarmed
Midgetman missile was launched
Thursday on the first flight test of the
controversial nuclear weapon system
that is still being debated in Con-

gress and within the White House.
The intercontinental ballistic missile. designed to be fired from a
truck launcher, blasted off from a
concrete pad at II a.m. PDT, said
Air Force spokeswoman Patty

Reger.
Officials said that if all vsent as
planned the missile’s dummy warhead would hit a Pacific Test Range
target more than 5.000 miles away in
the Kwajalein Islands.

The Midgetman, formally the
Small Intercontinental Ballistic Missile, is designed to carry a single nuclear warhead to a target up to 6,900
miles away.
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TOYOTA

HOW TO GRADUATE
TO THE REAL WORLD...
WITH NO MONEY DOWN
Launch your career
with a new Toyota!
College grads with career-oriented jobs can
buy a new Toyota with NO MONEY DOWN!

N1%.

Prices Reduced!

We’ve got a Toyota that’s lust right for you
from the affordable Tercel _Coupo,=
sporty MR2, sleek Celica or roomy Camty.
And if you’re into trucking you KNOW
Toyota Trucks are Kings of the HIM No matter
which new Toyota you want it’s included
in this offer!

Getting Started With a Macintosh
Just Got Easier

If you’ve been waiting to buy a Macintosh computer there’s no time like the
present. Succeeding in school these days takes ambition, talent, hard work, and the
right tools. There’s no better tool for today’s competitive world than the Macintosh
computer. Whether you are walking the road less traveled, writing with great
expectations, or plotting megatrends, a Macintosh computer will help you get control
of your time and your life.
It just got easier to own a Macintosh. We have reduced prices on the
Macintosh Plus, the Macintosh SE with 2 drives, and the Macintosh SE with a 20
megabyte hard disk.
There are lots of ways to buy a Macintosh, or to help your parents buy it for
you. So, stop by and we’ll give you the details on how you can solve your search for
excellence with Macintosh

There’s no time like today to graduate
up to Macintosh.
Bundles with special pricing availablestop by the Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
for more details; 408/924-1809
The Spartan Bookstore Computer Department accepts Apple Credit,
Apple i.oan to Own, Visa, MasterCard, personal checks, and cash.

Prices are for Full -Time Faculty, Staff and Students only. Payments made by check, Visa, or MasterCard
must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer, parent or spouse Not good with any other offers
Limit-one system unit per customer,

HERE’S HOW YOU QUALIFY:
Graduate from a four-year college or graduate school within the next six months
You have one year from receipt of your
degree to take advantage of the program
Have a verifiable offer for a lob that will begin
within 120 days of your purchase, with a
salary sufficient to cover ordinary living
,-,,penses and vehicle bnymonts

TRUST US TO TREAT YOU RIGHT.
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